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Abstract
Examination of 47 independent elderly subjects, matched with a population of patients with acute stroke, found that 55% made at least one omission on a battery of neglect tests. Up to 43% made omissions on any one test. Increasing age and other evidence of cognitive impairment were associated with impaired performance on the battery. Omissions were attributed to an age-related decline in visuo-spatial function. Cut-off points are provided to distinguish between such age-related impairment and visuo-spatial neglect. The importance of age-matched control studies in developing tests of cognitive impairment in stroke research is highlighted.

Patients with visuo-spatial neglect due to a unilateral cerebral lesion ignore relevant visual stimuli on the side opposite the lesion when performing simple everyday tasks. A test battery, the Behavioural Inattention Test (BIT), capable of detecting and measuring visuo-spatial neglect has recently been developed. It has been modified for use on patients with an acute stroke (see previous paper). Given that nearly half of all those suffering an acute stroke are over 75 years of age and that age-related neurological and cognitive changes are common, it is necessary to know how the normal elderly perform on this test battery to interpret the findings observed in a stroke population of a similar age. Our study investigates this question.

Method
Forty seven controls were recruited. The mean (SD) age of the controls was 71-6 (12-77) years (range 34-93). Six subjects were left handed. Eight had been treated for hypertension; none had diabetes. Each was resident in the City and Hackney Health District, had no history of neurological disease, and was independent in self-care. The sample was recruited from patients in general good health admitted for elective procedures or investigations (for example, joint replacements, cystoscopy, lithotripsy) to the urological and orthopaedic wards of St Bartholomew’s hospital. Patients with a known neurological or psychiatric history or with a history of diseases known to have neurological manifestations (for example, adenocarcinoma of the kidney, carcinoma of the bowel or lung) were excluded. Those at risk of small vessel disease due to diabetes or hypertension were included as were those with cardiovascular disease for these are common disorders within the general and stroke populations. The sample was matched for age in 10 year cohorts with a population of 160 consecutive patients admitted to local hospitals with an acute stroke, mean (SD) age 72-1 (12-6) years.

Subjects were examined for evidence of neglect phenomena such as visual and sensory extinction, hemi-inattention and allosthesia and for related disorders (anosognosia, anosodiaphoria, non-belonging, visual field defects and gaze paresis). Each subject was administered, in the following order, the modified BIT; a Kendrick’s Object Learning Test (KOLT), which is a sensitive measure of diffuse brain pathology that correlates with other cognitive assessments; Hodkinson’s Mental Test Score (MTS); the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS), which has been specifically developed for elderly people.

Power, visual fields, cranial nerve function, light touch and reflexes were assessed in the standard manner at the bedside. Proprioception was measured by a method similar to that described by Mayne. “Hemi-inattention” was regarded as present if the subject’s general spontaneous behaviour during examination suggested an inability to orientate or respond correctly to environmental stimuli on one side (for example, people approaching, noises or activity in the ward). It was also regarded as present if the subject failed to shave or position their glasses properly on one side of their face; consistently bumped into obstacles or doorways on one side when mobile; appeared unaware of their contralateral limbs and let them remain in uncomfortable or unnatural positions.

“Sensory extinction” was assessed by the technique of double simultaneous stimulation (DSS). Bilateral stimuli were given a total of five times and the number of correct responses out of five was recorded. “Visual extinction” was also assessed by double simultaneous stimulation on full confrontation testing, subjects being asked to report movement of the examiner’s fingers.

Alllosthesia was regarded as present if subjects consistently attributed sensory stimulation of one side to stimulation of the other or if they consistently moved the limbs on one side when requested to move the limbs on the other. The number of times that this happened during examination for sensorimotor deficits was noted.
Anosognosia, anosodiaphoria and non-belonging were assessed by a modified version of Cutting's questionnaire.29 Gaze paresis was assessed by the ability of the subject to track a moving object (the examiner's finger) from right to left and back again, using a modified version of the method by DeReni et al.21

The modified Behavioural Inattention Test is described in the accompanying paper. The Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS),12 the Mental Test Score (MTS)10 and Kendrick's Object Learning Test (KOLT)23 were also administered.

Results
1) THE NUMBER OF CONTROLS MAKING OMISSIONS ON EACH NEGLIGENT TEST
The number of controls making omissions was very small for most tests (table 1). The exceptions were Star Cancellation and Coin sorting. Twenty one controls made no omissions on any test, 12 made omissions on one test, 10 on two tests, two on three tests, one on four tests and one on six tests.

2) THE NUMBER AND DISTRIBUTION OF OMISSIONS ON EACH TEST
For most tests the number of omissions was very small (tables 1 and 2). Performance on Star cancellation (range 0–15; mean 2.7; SD 4.2) and Coin sorting (range 0–3; mean 0.4; SD 0.77) were exceptions. No control made a

3) THE INFLUENCE OF AGE ON THE NUMBER OF OMISSIONS
Thirteen of 30 controls over the age of seventy made omissions on two or more tests, compared with two of 17 aged seventy or less. This difference was significant (Chi square = 4.85, p < 0.05).

In this sample, age had an effect on the number of missions made on Star cancellation (fig 1). Nine of the 29 controls over the age of seventy omitted six or more stars, compared with one out of the 17 aged seventy or less. This difference is significant at the 0.05 level (Chi square = 3.98).

Although not statistically significant, a similar trend was observed on Coin sorting. Only 11 controls made omissions. Nine of them were aged over 70 and only two were 70 years old or less.

4) RELATION OF KOLT AND MTS SCORES TO NUMBER OF OMISSIONS ON EACH TEST
Declining KOLT scores (mean 31.26; SD 9.77; median 33.0; Q1 24.0; Q3 40.0) were significantly correlated with increasing age (r = −0.496; p < 0.01).

Declining KOLT scores were significantly correlated with an increasing number of omissions on Star cancellation (r = −0.47; p < 0.01). Subsequent analysis showed that there was a cluster of high "star" scores (that is, six or more omissions) and declining KOLT scores (less than or equal to 27) (fig 2).

Table 2 shows that controls who made omissions on Star, Line cancellation, Pointing, and all parts of the Newspaper task often had low KOLT scores (that is, less than 23: ref 22) or borderline KOLT scores (that is, 24–25).

The KOLT score did not correlate with the number of omissions on Coin sorting, although four out of six controls omitting two or more coins had KOLT scores of less than 23, compared with three out of 35 omitting less than two coins.

Thirty eight controls were assessed on the MTS. Thirty five scored at least nine out of 10. One scored eight, had a KOLT score of 22 and

![Figure 1](http://jnnp.bmj.com/) Relationship between age and the number of omissions on Star cancellation.
made four omissions on Line cancellation, one on Headlines, six on Article, two on Coin sorting, and 13 on Star cancellation. One scored six on the MTS, had a KOLT score of 40 but made 13 omissions on Star cancellation with a Right Hand Start. The remaining control scored five on the MTS, made seven omissions on Star cancellation but refused to do the KOLT.

5) EFFECT OF VISUAL ACUITY ON NEGLECT TEST OMissions
Visual acuity, as measured by the ability to read small newprint was adequate in all but four subjects. Two of these made no omissions on any other test. A third made one omission on Coins, one in Paragraph, three on Stars and had a KOLT score of 11. The fourth made eight omissions on Stars and had a KOLT score of 21. Poor visual acuity thus remains a possible contributing factor in impaired performance in a few patients as noted by Eccles.23

6) RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NEGLECT TEST RESULTS
The numbers of omissions made by controls on Coin sorting and Star cancellation were significantly correlated \( (r = 0.41; p < 0.01) \). Table 2 shows that controls making omissions on one test often made omissions on other tests. Of the three controls with a Right Hand Start on Stars, one omitted 13 stars, the second had a Right Hand Start on Lines but made no omissions on any other test, and the third had a Right Hand Start on Stars in isolation.

7) RELATION OF NEGLECT TEST OMISIONS TO NEUROLOGICAL FINDINGS
No control demonstrated any visual field defect, gaze paresis or cranial nerve palsies (corneal sensation was not tested). Two controls had minor signs of pyramidal tract palsies without weakness. One of these omitted part of the daisy (but in a non-lateralised manner), the other made one omission on Meal and two on Coins.

Proprioception scores were 10 out of 10 in all limbs in 35 controls, and nine out of 10 in nine controls. One control (with sciatica) scored eight in one limb.

On testing for Visual Extinction, 44 (94%) controls scored five out of five on DSS. Two scored 4/5 and one scored 3/5. Those scoring less than five all had low KOLT scores (14–21) and made large numbers of omissions on neglect tests (for example, three Coins, 15 Stars).

On testing for Sensory Extinction, 35 (75%) controls scored five out of five on DSS; seven scored 4/5; three scored 3/5; one scored 2/5 and one scored 0/5. Some controls scoring less than five made no omissions on neglect tests and had normal KOLT scores. Many, however, either made large numbers of omissions on neglect tests (for example, eight stars, 13 Stars, two Coins, 50 degrees on Pointing) or had low KOLT scores.

No control showed hemi-inattention, alaesthesia, anosognosia, anosodiaphoria, non-belonging, or gaze paresis.

8) RELATIONSHIP OF OMISIONS TO DEPRESSION
Four controls were depressed, with GDS scores of 5–8. One was aged 72, had a KOLT score of 14, a visual extinction score of 3/5 and made three omissions on Coin sorting and 15 omissions on Star cancellation. The other three were younger, aged 57, 62 and 64, and had KOLT scores of 23, 23 and 24 respectively. Two of these made no omissions on any neglect test and the other made one omission on Article.

9) PARAMETERS OF NORMAL VISUO–SPATIAL FUNCTIONING IN THE ELDERLY
The controls were regarded as normal by definition, and the range of omissions observed (table 1) was taken as the parameters of normal performance. Scores above this number of omissions on any one of the eight tests are considered abnormal. Thus two or more omissions on Meal; any omission on Menu; any left or right omission on Copying the Left Figure; five or more omissions on Line cancellation; 16 or more on Star cancellation; four or more on Coin sorting; two or more on Headlines; two or more on Paragraph; seven or more on Article; and 50 or more degrees on Pointing was regarded as abnormal. Right Hand Start on reading the Menu or Newspaper, and crowding of the Left Figures was also considered to be an indicator of abnormal performance.

Discussion
This group of subjects was selected as a control group for the stroke population for whom the test battery is intended. They were as representative as possible of the pre-morbid state of this local hospital-based stroke population, nearly all of whom (89%) were active, independent and living at home. To that end they were matched for age, and were drawn from the same geographical area. They were in good general health, despite being admitted to hospital for routine repeat check or other elective procedures.

This is one of the first studies to investigate visuo–spatial functioning in the elderly. Unlike other studies of neurological and cognitive function in the elderly this study recruited active and independent subjects, instead of
medical inpatients,14,24 residents of elderly people’s homes or institutions.25 In all these studies, depression, dementia or general ill-health might have affected the results of testing. Our controls were probably as active and independent as the “normal” elderly recruited from elderly people’s clubs in other studies.22,26

A community study by Eccles’27 of perceptual function in elderly people found that various tests of apraxia and spatial function were performed poorly or with difficulty by 18–59% of subjects. These included tests commonly used to detect visuo-spatial neglect such as drawing a clockface or a human figure, the Formboard and the Posting Box. Wade et al studied the performance of active independent elderly people in a number cancellation task designed to detect visuo-spatial neglect and found that 63% made omissions.28 Our findings are consistent with the results of both these studies. Fifty five per cent of our subjects made at least one omission on the entire battery. On one test, Star cancellation, 43% of subject made omissions. As with the study by Eccles,27 age and cognitive impairment influenced performance.

The performance of the controls was used to set the parameters with which to distinguish between normal and abnormal visuo-spatial function in the elderly.26 These parameters have been used to help define visuo-spatial neglect in patients with an acute stroke (see accompanying paper). The parameters of normal visuo-spatial function were set separately for each test, as visuo-spatial neglect has been shown to be task specific29 and may appear on one test but not on another.28

An age-related decline in neurological7 and cognitive function3 is well known. Beginning in their late sixties and seventies,3 elderly subjects show cognitive changes which often coexist without significant disease, disability or handicap29 and the same is true of neurological changes.31 A recent study of over 2000 elderly people showed that neurological signs consistent with diffuse cerebral disease are common but, taken in clinical context, are age-related and not pathological.5

Such changes are often subtle and the concept of an "age-related decline in intellectual efficiency"12 is useful in accounting for findings such as visuo-spatial impairment, when they appear in clinical isolation. Visuo-spatial neglect may be due to a disruption of the “attention-arousal” system.1 “Attention” refers to a complex psychological construct33 whose neuro-anatomical pathways may be diffusely organised.33 It is reasonable to suggest that when the efficiency of this system is affected by age-related decline, subtle visuo-spatial impairments may appear on detailed clinical examination.
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